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Naming and Shaming  

The winter of 2015 has set records
in Massachusetts. Snow records. Over
8½ feet have already fallen in Boston.
In February alone, over five feet.

With snow come all sorts of incon-
veniences. From a two-foot storm in
January and another two-foot storm
in February came big inconveniences.
The good news is that the citizens of
Massachusetts are stronger. The bad
news is that their new, upgraded
muscles and stamina resulted from
shoveling snow.

Of course, not everyone shovels
their snow. This can be annoying. If
homeowners don’t shovel their side-
walks, people have to walk in the
street. This is dangerous—particular-
ly when the plows have left moun-
tains of snow, preventing drivers from
seeing around corners.

Thus, most municipalities require
homeowners to shovel their side-
walks. It’s the law. That, however,
does not mean that everyone does it.
Then what?

In one Massachusetts municipal-
ity, overnight snow must be cleared
by 10:00 in the morning. Daytime
snow by 10:00 at night. And before
this winter began, the municipality
increased its fine for the first offense
to $50. For the third, it’s now $200.

Fines, however, do not ensure
clean sidewalks. So this municipality
added another incentive. At a house
with a snow-covered sidewalk, a city
inspector hangs a large, neon-yellow
sign on the front door.

One member of the municipal
council called it a “Scarlet Letter ap-
proach.” “The idea,” he explained,
“was to have something significant
that caught people’s eyes to let them
know, ‘ That’s the perpetrator.’ ”

“We’re not trying to shame anyone”
declared a city inspector. “We are
trying to change their behavior.”

But to change this uncivilized be-
havior, the city is, indeed, naming
and shaming the miscreants. Not that
the city didn’t give them significant
warning. And the behavior for which

they are being shamed is certainly a
failure in their legal, civic, and soci-
etal responsibility. If a big fine isn’t
enough to change behavior, maybe
some visible, public censure will.

Still, some homeowners may not
accept that shoveling the sidewalk is
their responsibility. Usually, the
homeowner does not own the side-
walk. The municipality does. Still, the
law usually makes the homeowner
responsible for much about the side-
walk, including its repair.

H. L. Mencken famously observed
that “conscience is the inner voice
that warns us somebody may be look-
ing.” Naming and shaming is a very
public voice announcing that some-
body has certainly been looking—and
that others will soon be too.

With people who have no con-
science, naming and shaming isn’t
effective. Shaming a dictator for vio-
lating human rights will not have
much impact. He has already an-
nounced (quite explicitly) that he does
not care. Indeed, within the Dictator
Club, being named and shamed might
be a badge of honor.

Still, even if you have no personal
conscience—even if you don’t feel in
the least bit guilty about not shovel-
ing your sidewalk—you still might
care what your neighbors think. You
might want to save face. Even though
the neighbors can see that you failed
to shovel your sidewalk, you might
not want them to be blatantly re-
minded with a large, neon sign. You
prefer that your neighbors think kind-
ly of you. (An absentee landlord,

whom the neighbors never see, will
care little to such shaming.)

Still, is it proper for government to
engage in public shaming? After all, it
has many other ways to punish the
non-shovelers. An ever larger fine
might be both an appropriate punish-
ment and an adequate motivator.

Shaming, writes Jennifer Jacquet
of New York University, is “exposing a
transgressor to public disapproval.”
But is this an acceptable activity for
government? (1) Should it expose
citizen transgressors in any way? (2)
Should it seek to mobilize public dis-
approval against this transgressor?

Also, is a “Scarlet Letter” strategy
effective? Neither it nor the humilia-
tion of the stocks had the desired
effect on Hawthorne’s Hester Prynne,
who thought neither fit her “crime”—
or, indeed, that it even was a crime.

Today, not shoveling your sidewalk
is formally a crime. And to most citi-
zens, it must certainly be socially
unacceptable. (In this municipality,
shoveled sidewalks have to be 42
inches wide to accommodate wheel-
chairs. And the city helps senior citi-
zens find teenagers whom they can
pay to do their shoveling.)

Announcing which citizens have
not paid their taxes is a common
shaming strategy for many govern-
ments. But should this announce-
ment be on a web site? Should it be
mailed to every taxpayer? A different
municipality (in a different state) has
mailed such a report to every property
owner listing who had—and had not
—paid their property taxes.

It made for juicy cocktail-party
conversation. The next year, I bet, tax
evasion went down. d
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Should governments name and
shame citizens who fail to live up
to their civic duties—who violate
the law, by (for example) failing
to shovel their sidewalk? Should
governments explicitly expose
citizens to public disrespect and
contempt?
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